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Content
Navigating products
Our shop is divided in three main sections (Head shop, Seed shop and Seed shop), use these main section to
navigate these shops. In each main section there are tools to find products (Search products, product directory
lists, etc.). Use the extended search to search products by categories, attributes, tags and text/keywords.

Ordering products
Ordering products is easy, first navigate or search products and then use the 'Add product to cart' or the 'Order
now' options.
When using the shopping cart, first add all the products you want to order into your cart and then select the
'checkout' button to place and finalize your order.

Placing orders
If you want to order just one product then you can use the 'Order now' option found at each product.
When you want to order a list of products then use the shopping cart to make a product list to order. Insert
products with the 'Add to cart' option found at every product and then select the 'Checkout' button to place
the order.
In the checkout system you will be asked for shipping/invoice addresses, shipping methods and payment
methods.

Secure online payments with Payment Service Provider ICEPAY
As a Payment Service Provider, ICEPAY offers merchants the possibility to offer all kinds of payment methods,
such as iDEAL and PayPal, in their webshop. This way, you as a consumer can do your online transaction
to [naam webshop] in a safe and sound payment environment. ICEPAY is only responsible for the handling
of your online payment and does not have any influence on the delivery of your online ordered products and
services.
You can find more information about your online payment at the ICEPAY website.

Product & content search
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Use this tool to search products and content using categories, attributes and keywords. This option is found in
the tools menu on the top right of this site.
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